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Abstract: Archaeological studies of African-American sites in North America have presented 

analysts with tremendous challenges of interpreting the possible symbolic meanings of 

nineteenth-century material culture. A range of artifacts uncovered in the living and work spaces 

of African Americans in that time period raises issues of the interplay of individual and social 

group dynamics and implicates a spectrum of past expressive modes, from the emblems of 

sodalities to assertions of personal aspirations. This chapter explores these dynamics through a 

case study, examining the characteristics of small hand figures uncovered at such archaeological 

sites and the broad historical processes in which those diminutive items were likely embedded. 
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 In a larger-scale study, entitled Crossroads and Cosmologies, I examined multiple data 

sets of material culture uncovered at African American occupation sites in the historic period 

(Fennell 2007). That larger study utilized theories concerning modes of symbolic expression, 

formation and maintenance of social group identities, and the role of individual creativity and 

innovation. I applied these analytic frameworks to the past creation and use of material 

expressions of core symbols within the diasporas of particular African and European cultures, 

such as the BaKongo, Yoruba, Fon, and Palatine German, among others. I explored the divergent 

ways those creative processes played out at sites in North America, the Caribbean, and South 

America. A multitude of independently developed beliefs and practices from Africa and Europe 

came to meet at the many crossroads of the Americas. 

 The selected case study examined in this chapter involves theoretical concepts that I 

developed in Crossroads and Cosmologies. Anthropologists have articulated concepts 

concerning the operations of “core” symbols within culture groups, which have also been 

referred to as “key” or “dominant” symbols (Ortner 1973; Schneider 1980; Turner 1967, 1973). 

Such core symbols express fundamental elements of a culture group’s cosmology and sense of 

identity within the world. Core symbols are communicated in myriad ways, including expression 

in ritual performances, spoken words, and tangible renderings in material culture (Fennell 2007). 

 Such material representations of key symbols span a spectrum of expressive modes 

within each culture. This continuum extends from emblematic communications to more 
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instrumental versions of the same core symbols (Fennell 2007; Firth 1973; Ortner 1973; Turner 

1967, 1973). Emblematic versions of such key symbols summarize the identity of a culture group 

as a cohesive order, and are illustrated by symbols such as the Star of David for Judaism, a 

national flag, or the crucifix for Christianity. An instrumental expression of a culture’s core 

symbol is typically abbreviated in composition and employed for more individual purposes. For 

example, a member of the Christian faith performs an instrumental representation of a key 

symbol when she moves her hand across heart and brow to gesture a cross as a sign of individual 

prayer and self-protection. Emblematic expressions of social group identities are usually 

deployed in settings of public ceremonies celebrating group solidarity. In contrast, the 

abbreviated, instrumental expressions of those core symbols are more often employed in private 

settings for individual purposes (Fennell 2007). 

 This chapter examines the contours of such expressive processes through a study of small 

hand figures discovered at several African American archaeological sites from the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries. The sample size in this exercise is quite small—just twelve of these artifacts 

have been reported and documented in archaeological reports concerning African American 

residential and work spaces. Scholars in African Diaspora archaeology have viewed these 

artifacts as among “the most evocative” (Heath 2003: 12), the “most enigmatic” (Thomas 1998: 

546), and highly challenging to interpret (Singleton 1991: 162–163). Due to the limitations of 

such a small data set, this chapter is not intended to offer conclusive explanations or 

interpretations of the meanings and uses of these particular artifacts. Rather, my goal is to open a 

series of research questions with which archaeologists can investigate these types of artifacts 

with more detailed and complex historical processes in mind. 

 I first provide a description of the hand figures uncovered archaeologically, based on the 

limited data published about them. I next ask a series of questions as to how, and for what 

purpose, those items were manufactured, and what may have influenced the design choices of 

those producers. These possible design influences entail a number of instances of core cultural 

symbols expressed as instrumental forms and later transformed into popular culture 

configurations for mass-production ornaments. The final sections of this chapter examine 

possible meanings that persons of African descent could have read into these objects, turning 

manufactured commodities into “found symbols” that related to separate lines of beliefs within 

African Diaspora cultures. Such found symbols consist of manufactured objects that include 

ornamentation attractive to an end-user who acquires and reinterprets the ornamental element as 

standing for a meaningful symbol within his or her belief system. Thus, the end-user did not 

purposefully manufacture this item with that ornamental element, but rather acquired an object 

that was manufactured by someone else, and the end-user reinterpreted the ornamental element 

for new purposes. 

Functions and Puzzles in Small Things Recovered 

 A number of artifacts uncovered at nineteenth-century archaeological sites in the United 

States present evidence of both parallel and intersecting facets of European and African belief 

systems (see also Gundaker 2014; Leone et al. 2014). Several sites of the living and work areas 

of enslaved African Americans in the 1800s have contained the remains of small hand figures 

manufactured of copper alloy. For example, Anne Yentsch (1994: 32–33) and her archaeology 

team recovered a small fastener in the shape of an enclosed hand from residential fill at the site 

of the Charles Calvert House in Annapolis, Maryland. The Calverts were wealthy Anglo-
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Americans, and they occupied this house for several decades starting in 1719. The Calvert House 

was also occupied by enslaved African Americans who worked there as servants. This hand 

figure artifact was only 1.3 cm in size, and Yentsch speculated that it functioned as a hook 

assembly to a clothing fastener. She further observed that a person of African American heritage 

may have interpreted such a figure as providing a symbolic invocation to protect against 

malevolent witchcraft. The archaeological context at the Calvert House site, however, did not 

provide evidence that this item was deposited in a location primarily occupied by African 

American laborers or by the Anglo-Americans in residence at the house (Yentsch 1994: 32–33). 

 Archaeologists working at several other sites have uncovered hand figure artifacts in 

contexts more specifically associated with the occupation and work areas of African Americans 

in the early to middle 1800s. These items exhibit similar characteristics: a hand closed in the 

form of a fist is set within an encompassing circle, and a crossbar bisects that circle 

perpendicular to the base of the wrist. The closed hand typically grasps a smaller circlet that 

extends out from the larger circle (Figure 1-a1).1 This design was rendered in a single stamped 

figure, 1.3 cm or less in diameter, cut out of a sheet of brass or copper alloy. Hand figures of this 

configuration have been uncovered from the fill material within the living and work spaces once 

occupied by African American laborers at the Maynard Burgess House sites in Annapolis, 

Maryland; Thomas Jefferson’s Poplar Forest plantation in Virginia; Andrew Jackson’s Hermitage 

plantation in Tennessee; the Hildebrand and Wynnewood plantation sites in Tennessee; and the 

Zephania Kingsley Plantation in Florida (J. Davidson, pers. comm., Feb. 2013; Heath 2003; 

Heath et al. 2004; Leone 2005; McKee 1995; Russell 1997; Yentsch 1994). Another hand figure 

artifact (Figure 1-a2), discovered in a similar context at the Hermitage plantation in Tennessee, 

was different. This item was made of molded metal, with a slightly larger, closed hand that holds 

a loop of wire (McKee 1995; Russell 1997). Table 1 summarizes these locations of 

archaeological sites and the contexts in which such artifacts have been uncovered and reported. 

 At this juncture, it would be reasonable to ask for a similar summary of archaeological 

sites where these hand figures have been uncovered and associated solely with European-

American occupants. Comparisons and contrasts could then be examined with such additional 

evidence. Unfortunately, I am not aware of any such sites in published reports. This chapter thus 

proceeds on limited data, and seeks to expand available considerations of possible historical and 

cultural connections without drawing conclusive inferences. These small artifacts raise a number 

of inquiries: Were these items simply utilitarian objects? What was the purpose of each of these 

items as a manufactured object? If these were “popular culture” items of manufactured clothing 

ornaments or jewelry, what inspired manufacturers to utilize a design which included such a 

hand figure? How were these items perceived and utilized by the African American individuals 

who acquired and possessed them? 

The examples of items with a hand set inside a circle (Figure 1-a1) were most probably a 

form of manufactured adornment called “stampings.” Consumers could sew these products onto 

clothing and accessories as ornaments or use them as part of hook-and-eye fastener assemblies 

(Bury 1991: 355–359). The second type of hand figure from the Hermitage site, consisting of a 

 
1 There are two versions. The first (Figure 1-a1) depicts a type of stamped brass fastener or ornament, 

usually .1 to 1.2 cm tall across both circles combined. The second (Figure 1-a2) depicts a likely watch 

charm, made of molded metal holding a loop of wire, approximately 1.9 cm tall from the base of the wrist 

to the top of the hand, uncovered at the Hermitage site. 
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larger, molded figure holding a loop of wire (Figure 1-a2), was very likely a manufactured watch 

charm or jewelry amulet. A smaller metal or glass ornament consisted of a molded metal hand 

figure holding a loop of wire that in turn carries a subsidiary ornament (Figure 1-b). This was 

also a commercially produced watch charm during the nineteenth century (Fales 1995: 165, 368; 

Israel [1897] 1968: 419). Hand figures have been incorporated in the design of manufactured 

jewelry for hundreds of years throughout Europe. Notable examples, dating from the fifteenth 

century onward, consist of hand-shaped clasps for necklaces and of charms with the design of a 

hand figure holding a loop of wire from which smaller ornamental items were suspended (Figure 

1-c; see Fales 1995: 165, 182, 368; Hansmann and Kriss-Rettenbeck 1966; Hinks 1975: 36). 

 

Figure 1 (a-d). Hand figures, images adapted by the author: a1, a2, types of small 

hand figures uncovered at archaeological sites in the United States; b, a 

nineteenth-century watch charm; c, a sixteenth-century European jewelry charm; 

d, a Khamsa or Hand of Fatima amulet. 
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Table 1. Summary of locations in United States in which  

small metal hand figures have been recovered in archaeological contexts.  
 
Site Name and 

Location 

Site 

Description 

Artifact 

Location 

Occupant 

Affiliation 

Date Range Citations 

 

Maynard 

Burgess House, 

Annapolis, Md. 

 

Urban house 

 

Residential 

fill 

 

Free African 

Americans 

 

Early to middle 

19th C. 

 

Leone 2005 

      

Charles Calvert 

House, 

Annapolis, Md. 

Urban 

colonial 

house 

Residential 

fill in cellar 

crawlspace 

European 

Americans 

and enslaved 

African 

Americans 

Early to late 

18th C. 

Yentsch 1994 

      

Zephania 

Kingsley 

Plantation, Ft. 

George Island, 

Fla. 

Slave 

quarters 

Middens 

adjacent to 

slave cabins 

Enslaved 

African 

Americans 

Early to middle 

19th C. 

J. Davidson, pers. 

comm., Feb. 2013; 

Lee 2013 

      

Hildebrand 

Plantation, near 

Memphis, 

Tenn. 

Slave 

quarters 

Residential 

fill 

Enslaved 

African 

Americans 

Early to middle 

19th C. 

Heath 2003; Heath 

et al. 2004 

 

Hermitage 

Plantation, near 

Nashville, 

Tenn. 

 

Slave 

quarters 

 

Residential 

fill 

 

Enslaved 

African 

Americans 

 

Early to middle 

19th C. 

 

McKee 1995; 

Russell 1997; 

Thomas 1998 

 

Wynnewood 

Plantation, 

Sumner 

County, Tenn. 

 

Slave 

quarters 

 

Residential 

fill 

 

Enslaved 

African 

Americans 

 

Early to middle 

19th C. 

 

Heath 2003; Heath 

et al. 2004; Lee 2013 

 

Thomas 

Jefferson’s 

Poplar Forest 

Plantation, 

Forest, Va. 

 

Slave 

quarters 

 

Residential 

fill above 

chimney 

base 

 

Enslaved 

African 

Americans 

 

Early to middle 

19th C. 

 

Heath 2003; Heath 

et al. 2004 

 

If these artifacts uncovered at archaeological sites were such commercially produced 

items of popular culture, what would have inspired the manufacturers of jewelry and clothing 

ornaments to employ such a design? Manufacturers often assimilated symbolic motifs derived 

from religious beliefs or emblems of guilds and benevolent societies when creating decorative 

designs for mass-produced, commercial ornaments and charms (Fales 1995; Hansmann and 

Kriss-Rettenbeck 1966; Israel [1897] 1968: 419–422; Mackey 1919: 317). Three symbolic 
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repertoires from Christianity and related European folk religion practices provide primary 

candidates for the past design inspirations of such enclosed or clenched hand figures: the mano 

fica, Manus Dei, and crucifixion of Christ. 

 

Gestures of Fertility and Vitality 

 A mano fica charm (also called a higa or figa) is typically shaped as a hand closed into a 

fist with the thumb inserted between the first two fingers in a gesture connoting copulation and 

reproductive vitality (Deagan 2002: 89–99). The fertility symbolism of this charm is also evident 

in its name. The Italian word fica denotes a vulva, and was derived from the Latin word ficus, 

which denotes the fruit of the fig tree (Moss and Cappannari 1976: 8). Figas served as popular 

talismans across the Mediterranean region for hundreds of years, and because they were believed 

to possess supernatural powers, were frequently employed as protection against the perceived 

dangers of “evil eye” maledictions (Elworthy 1900: 176–177; Tait 1986: 211–213). Beliefs in a 

form of evil eye imprecation have been widespread across numerous cultures for thousands of 

years (Allen 2009: 81–82; Dundes 1981). This conviction consists of the perception that 

individuals can invoke curses based on malevolent intent and motivations of envy, deployed by a 

fixed-gaze cast upon a targeted person, livestock, or parcel of crops (Maloney 1976: v–vii; 

Roberts 1976: 221–226). Protections against such expressions of malevolence include regular 

wearing of amulets such as a figa to deflect evil. 

 The figa symbol was likely assimilated as a form of apotropaic charm because of its 

association with vitality. Parents often placed figas on their children to protect them during 

vulnerable periods of youth (Deagan 2002: 89; Elworthy 1895: 255–258). Spanish colonization 

of the Americas introduced figas to locations in the New World. Examples of these items have 

been uncovered at archaeological sites throughout the Spanish colonial sphere, dating from the 

sixteenth century onward, at locations ranging from South Carolina and Florida to the Caribbean 

and South America (Deagan 2002: 89, 95–99). Did figa charms supply the historic referent that 

adornment manufacturers had in mind when they designed the hand figures that were later 

uncovered at African American sites in Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, and Florida? It seems 

improbable. Jewelers certainly knew how to manufacture them, and those commercial operations 

produced many over the centuries with the distinctive gesture of the thumb thrust between two 

fingers (Elworthy 1900: 176–177; Tait 1986: 211–213). That design configuration is not 

incorporated in the enclosed hand figures of interest here (Figure 1-a). 

 

Omnipotence and Grace 

 Symbolic representations of the wounds of Christ and the Manus Dei provide more 

probable sources for the design inspiration of such manufactured charms depicting an enclosed 

hand within an encompassing circle (Stafford 1942: 32–34; Webber 1971: 140–144). A symbolic 

motif utilized by Catholic denominations and related vernacular religion invocations, the wounds 

of Christ consist of the piercing of the messiah’s heart, feet, and hands in the course of 

crucifixion (Deagan 2002: 83–84; Strauss 1975: 62–63; Webber 1971: 140–144). These 

representations of the passion of Christ’s sacrifice are employed in devotional art to symbolize 

the creation of grace as a pervasive source of spiritual power and benevolence made manifest by 

the messiah’s crucifixion (see Wagner 1986: 96–125). In such compositions, the image of the 
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hand is often depicted with the fingers closing over the wound created by a spike hammered 

through the palm into the cross (see Yoder 1990: 81).  

Talisman symbols incorporating an open hand have been employed to connote messages 

of sacredness, benediction, and power in a number of cultures for thousands of years (Elworthy 

1900: 169–174; Webber 1971: 49–54). For example, the “Hand of Fatima” is the name within 

denominations of Islam for a symbolic composition consisting of an open, extended hand, 

communicating abundance, benevolence, and good fortune (see below). This motif, and similar 

ones that predated Islam, were later integrated into personal, apotropaic talismans utilized to 

ward off malevolent forces such as the evil eye (Hansmann and Kriss-Rettenbeck 1966: 197; 

Hildburgh 1906: 459). 

 The Manus Dei (or “Hand of God”) has been rendered within Christian symbolic 

traditions as an open, extended hand overlaying a tri-radiant nimbus (Stafford 1942: 33; Webber 

1971: 49–54). The three rays of this composition represent the Holy Trinity and bisect one half 

of a circular nimbus (an encompassing halo), which is in turn a representation of divinity and 

sanctity (Stafford 1942: 33; Webber 1971: 50). The contours of the open hand fill the other half 

of the nimbus and partially overlay the tri-radiant motif. A similar symbol of God’s benevolence, 

expressed by an open, extended hand framed against a tri-radiant nimbus, was carved as an 

emblem in the twelfth century over the main door of the Cathedral of Ferrara in Italy (Elworthy 

1900: 195). In the following centuries, such earlier key symbols of Christianity, which focused 

on a direct relationship with the Godhead, were “obviated” and displaced by new symbols 

concerning the sacrifice and wounds of Christ, as well as the related concept of grace as a free-

flowing pool of spiritual power created by the crucifixion (Wagner 1986: 96–125). 

 Christian symbolism that focused on the sacrifices of the messiah more directly employed 

renderings of an enclosing hand. For example, strings of paternoster (denoting “Our Father”) 

beads included small metal figures of an enclosed hand. Paternoster beads were a predecessor of 

rosary beads within Catholic liturgical practices (Deagan 2002: 65; Lightbrown 1992: 528–529; 

Winston 1993: 621) and of the Islamic prayer beads called tesbih. These bead strings—held in 

the hand; worn about the neck, arm, or wrist; or attached to clothing with a brooch—were used 

in the practice of repeated prayers as acts of devotion (Deagan 2002: 65–66; Winston 1993: 621–

622). In Catholic rituals, prayers typically consisted of the Lord’s Prayer and Ave Maria (Hail 

Mary), and devotees repeated those prayers while meditating on the experiences of the messiah 

(Winston 1993: 620–22, 631–632). An example of such paternoster beads created in the late 

1400s to early 1500s consisted of small wooden beads surrounding several small metal figures, 

including a hammer, three spikes, an enclosed hand, a cloak, and the head of the messiah bearing 

the circlet of thorns (Lightbrown 1992: 528–529). 

 Most likely based on the symbolism of the wounds of Christ, many vernacular religious 

amulets were created in southern and central Europe, at least from the 1400s onward, which 

consisted of an enclosed hand holding a loop of wire on which subsidiary items were appended. 

The smaller charm elements attached to these compositions varied greatly, but often included 

other symbols of Christianity (such as a cross, fish, church censor, or triangle shape for the 

Trinity), fertility (such as phallic figures), or images of human anatomy or livestock for which 

cures and protection were sought (Figure1c; Hansmann and Kriss-Rettenbeck 1966: 162–167, 

199, 211). 
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 Archaeologists who peeled back the layers of soil in the sites in Maryland, Virginia, 

Tennessee, and Florida revealed such small hand ornaments, thereby uncovering items that were 

very likely the product of symbolic iterations extending far back into European history. 

Emblematic symbols within Christian denominations were incorporated into the instrumental, 

vernacular amulets of Europeans over hundreds of years. Manufacturers of mass-produced 

commodities in the 1800s assimilated popular images from these vernacular religion talismans 

into small items stamped out by a machine or molded as watch charms. Many consumers in 

North America likely acquired such mass-produced goods from their local merchants because 

they viewed the ornamentation as attractive, and not necessarily because they interpreted it with 

any of the past symbolism that could have been read from the composition. 

 

Potential African American Reinterpretations of Manufactured Designs 

 At those house and work sites in Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, and Florida, these small 

hand-shaped ornaments appear to have been possessed and used by African American 

individuals. What meanings might someone of African descent in the early and middle 1800s 

have associated with these figures? Such free and enslaved African Americans may have 

obtained these items by purchasing them from local merchants or through barter and trade with 

others in their communities (Heath 1999: 50–58; Thomas 2001: 20–23). These African 

Americans may have utilized the ornaments as attractive adornments without assigning them 

particular symbolic significance. Such persons may also have subscribed to Christian beliefs and 

viewed the hand-shaped items as expressive of a related religious theme, such as one of those 

discussed above. The following discussion explores several other ways these ornaments may 

have been viewed by African Americans at those sites. The strength of these potential 

interpretations is limited by the scant documentary evidence available for each archaeological 

site as to the particular cultural heritage of its African American occupants. 

Figas and Self-Protection 

 Some analysts have offered the conjecture that an African American possessor of one of 

these figures may have used it as an apotropaic amulet because it resembled a figa charm 

(McKee 1995: 40; Singleton 1991: 162). Figas were in use in the Americas by the middle 1800s 

(Singleton 1991: 162–163). African Americans in the areas of Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, or 

Florida could have learned of the beliefs accompanying figas if they had spent time in more 

southerly plantations that had been impacted by Spanish colonial influences, or had socialized 

with others who practiced such beliefs (Russell 1997: 67). The hand figures uncovered at these 

archaeological sites, however, lacked the figa’s distinctive gesture of thumb inserted between 

two fingers (see Figure 1-a). This notable difference of configurations in the compositions makes 

an interpretation focusing on figas less persuasive. 

Potential Islamic Influences 

 Analysts have also proposed that the African American bearers of these small hand 

figures may have viewed them as expressive of a symbolic motif referred to as the Hand of 

Fatima or Khamsa (Allen 2009: 84; McKee 1995: 40; Russell 1997: 67). Thousands of West 

Africans of Islamic heritage were abducted into the transatlantic slave trade, and they may have 

eventually transmitted knowledge of Islamic beliefs and amulets to others with whom they 

associated in the plantations of North America (Allen 2009; Chireau 2003: 46; Diouf 1998; Fett 
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2002: 42). The artifacts from these Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, and Florida sites, however, 

were quite distinct in appearance from talismans that depict the open and extended Hand of 

Fatima (Figure 1-d). This difference in configuration also makes this potential explanation less 

persuasive. 

Multivalence and Individual Action 

 An historical analysis focusing on potential phonemic and phonetic associations of these 

hand-shaped artifacts provides another possible interpretation of their perceived significance. 

These artifacts may have been viewed as symbolic for a form of “conjuration” composition that 

was itself called a “hand” in some African American vernacular religions in the 1800s (McKee 

1995: 40; Singleton 1991: 163). Within these African American cultural traditions, such 

compositions were created as part of an apotropaic invocation to deflect malevolent spiritual 

forces. The records of interviews with formerly enslaved persons frequently included accounts 

referring to such material compositions by a number of terms, including mojo, jack, hand, and 

gris-gris (Chireau 2003: 47; Russell 1997: 66–67; Singleton 1991: 163). These small hand-

shaped ornaments may have been viewed as symbolic substitutes for another material 

composition that would have been called a hand. 

 Such punning idioms were a prominent feature of African American vernacular religion 

and spiritual practices in the 1800s, and continue today (see Gundaker 2014). When creating a 

material composition to make supplication to spiritual forces, African American practitioners 

often selected elements based on similarities in the shapes or names of those items with 

characteristics of the dangers or maladies to be deflected or cured (e.g., Brown 1990: 22). If such 

a punning association of symbolic elements was involved in the utilization of these hand-shaped 

adornments, the process could have also involved continuing developments of particular African 

cultural beliefs. 

 In fact, as many chapters in this volume show, punning techniques were a prominent 

feature of the rituals of the African populations in Western Africa and the African Diaspora 

groups in the Caribbean. For example, the BaKongo ritual specialists often employed such 

methods to create material compositions as part of their supplications for protection and healing 

(Jacobson-Widding 1979: 140; Janzen and MacGaffey 1974: 6; MacGaffey 1991: 5; 2000a: 44). 

The BaKongo people inhabited an area in West Central Africa that today encompasses the 

nations of Angola, Gabon, the Democratic Republic of Congo, and the Republic of Congo. They 

were part of the multiethnic cultural area known as the Kongo region (Janzen 1977: 112; 

MacGaffey 2000a: 35). This network of ethnic groups and chiefdoms in the region shared the 

KiKongo language and were united under the Kingdom of Kongo starting in approximately the 

fourteenth century. Portuguese colonial interests began operation in the Kongo in the late 

fifteenth century. In the course of the transatlantic slave trade, millions of BaKongo people were 

abducted into bondage and transported to plantations throughout the Americas (Fennell 2007: 

48–54). In the period 1700–1866 alone, over 100,000 captives from the region of West Central 

Africa were brought into North America (Eltis 2009). BaKongo people accounted for high 

percentages of the captured Africans brought into the areas of Maryland, Virginia, and the 

plantations of the mid-Atlantic region of the United States (Holloway 1990; Walsh 2001). 

 The phonetic root of “hand” resonates with relevant terms of the BaKongo culture. The 

KiKongo words vanda and handa denote meanings of “activation” and “to operate” (Janzen and 

MacGaffey 1974: 6, 46). Similarly, the “word magician, nganga, comes from vanga, to make, 
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and could be translated ‘operator’” (MacGaffey 1970: 28). An additional phonetic resonance can 

be found in the KiKongo word kànda, which means “palm of the hand” (Denbow 1999: 418; 

MacGaffey 1986: 126). Employment of the word “hand” for a ritual composition could thus have 

involved a punning derivation from phonetically similar KiKongo words to represent an act of 

dexterous creation to invoke the protection of spiritual forces. Indeed, wanga was another term 

for conjuration objects among African Americans in North America, and that phrase was derived 

in this manner from the KiKongo language (G. M. Hall 1992: 302; Long 2001: 4, 39). 

 African Diaspora historians might also propose that persons of BaKongo heritage would 

have perceived Christian imagery in the small figure of an enclosing hand. Many of the 

BaKongo people abducted into the transatlantic slave trade had been introduced to Catholicism 

by Portuguese missionaries while in the Kongo. Little evidence exists, however, to indicate that 

those missionaries employed such images of the hand in the course of their proselytizing. 

Missionaries in the Kongo instead focused primarily on symbols such as the water of baptism 

and the cross of the crucifixion (Fennell 2007: 54–63; Thornton 1977: 513–514). Christian 

denominations in North America also typically deployed a similar focus on symbols of baptism 

and the crucifix (Fennell 2007: 92–95; Raboteau 2004: 34; Stuckey 1987: 34–35). 

 A key cultural symbol of the BaKongo people was called dikenga dia Kongo or tendwa 

kia nza-n’ Kongo in the KiKongo language (Fu-Kiau 2001: 22–23; Janzen and MacGaffey 1974: 

34; Thompson and Cornet 1981: 43). This core symbol, which I refer to as the dikenga, served as 

a fundamental summarizing symbol for the BaKongo cosmology from the fourteenth through the 

early twentieth centuries (Janzen 1977: 81; MacGaffey 2000b: 8–11; Thompson and Cornet 

1981: 27–30, 44–45; Thornton 1998: 251). In its fullest expression, the dikenga operated as an 

emblematic representation of the BaKongo people and their culture, and summarized an array of 

concepts that comprised their sense of identity within the world (Gundaker 1998b: 8–10; 

MacGaffey 1986: 136, 169–171; Thompson 1997: 29–30). 

 A full rendering of the dikenga consists of intersecting horizontal and vertical lines, set 

within an ellipse or circle, with smaller circles at the four ends of those crossed lines (Figure 2; 

Jacobson-Widding 1991: 182–83; MacGaffey 1986: 43–46; Thompson 1997: 29–30). This 

emblematic composition summarized a remarkable array of layered, metaphoric meanings for the 

BaKongo people, and only a limited sample of those interrelated meanings is described here 

(Fennell 2007). The small disks represent the “four moments” of the cosmos and cycles of 

existence, with the top symbolizing (among other things) the land of the living, a masculine 

element, and the height of a person’s life and exercise of power within the land of the living. The 

bottom disk symbolizes (among other things) a female element, the land of the dead and the 

spirits, and the greatest extent of a person’s exercise of spiritual powers. The right-hand disk 

stands symbolically for the power of potentiality and transition, the nascence of the spirit, soul, 

and earthly life in a cosmic cycle. In turn, the left-hand disk connotes movement from the living 

to the spirit world, and the power and transformations of death. The horizontal axis represents the 

“Kalunga” boundary line between the land of the living and the realm of the spirits, and the 

intersecting vertical axis connotes that the living may make supplication to summon the aid of 

the ancestors and spiritual forces to cross that permeable boundary. Such entreaties were usually 

made by a ritual specialist, an nganga, who created material compositions as part of those 

invocations for aid and wisdom (Fennell 2007: 31–33; Gomez 1998: 148–149; Janzen and 

MacGaffey 1974: 34; Thompson 1983: 108–109; Thompson and Cornet 1981: 27–30). 
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Figure 2. Dikenga dia Kongo, a key cultural symbol of the 

BaKongo people. Image by the author. 

 

 Consider again the shape and design of the small hand ornaments uncovered at African 

American sites in Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, and Florida (Figure 1-a1). An individual who 

subscribed to aspects of BaKongo heritage might have acquired and used one of those ornaments 

as a ritual symbol because she or he perceived a significance to the figure of a creative hand 

operating within an encompassing circle. These small hand figures would have been of engaging 

interest to an individual who subscribed to facets of BaKongo cosmological beliefs. The hand 

figure, representative of the creative capabilities of the nganga, is centered within an encircling 

cycle of the cosmos and rests on a horizontal crossbar (Figure 1-a1) that could be interpreted as 

expressing the permeable boundary line between the living and spirit worlds. Moreover, the hand 

within that composition reaches up from that horizon and grasps the top point of the 

encompassing circle, which is a position within the BaKongo cosmic cycle that represents the 

powerful actions of the living (Fennell 2007: 77–78; R. F. Thompson, pers. comm., Sept. 2005). 

 Some analysts may view it as questionable to look for such particular cultural 

connections among specific African cultures and the beliefs and practices of African Americans 

in the 1800s in the United States. Historians have often contended that the 1808 abolition of 

international slave trading by the United States dramatically curtailed the arrival of newly 

captive Africans after that time (e.g., Genovese 1976: 211). They have, in turn, argued that, in the 

absence of newly arriving Africans, the connections among particular African cultures and the 

beliefs and practices of African Americans in the 1800s became increasingly attenuated, with 

African components decreasing over time. Recent research, however, demonstrates that slave 

traders engaged in extensive smuggling of captive African laborers into the United States after 

1808. 
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 For example, the DeWolf family operated extensive plantation holdings with facilities in 

Rhode Island, the Caribbean, and West Africa, and managed slave vessels that transported over 

ten thousand captive Africans to North America. Studies show that the DeWolfs continued those 

operations into the 1820s, bringing slave vessels with newly abducted Africans into Rhode Island 

ports by bribing officials and through other illicit means (Coughtry 1981; Farrow et al. 2005). 

Similarly, hundreds of newly captured Africans from the Kongo area were brought into South 

Carolina on a single slave vessel as late as 1858 (Baldwin 1993: 82–83). Obviously, these 

accounts are not directly connected to the sites in Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee, and Florida in 

which hand figures have been uncovered archaeologically. But these examples contribute to a 

growing body of evidence of the continuing importation of Africans into the United States after 

the 1808 ban. In addition, the cultural beliefs and practices of earlier-arriving captive Africans 

could have influences among African Americans in particular locations for generations, and not 

become as quickly attenuated as some historians would contend. 

 

Legacies of Ikenga 

 The figure of an enclosing hand also could have resonated with the expressive 

configuration of a West African symbolic motif—the ikenga of Igbo culture (Figure 3). The 

historic-period cultures of Igbo-speaking peoples were located in what is today southeastern 

Nigeria. British, French, and Portuguese commercial interests in the slave trade focused on this 

area starting in the sixteenth century, creating an exacerbation of regional conflicts (Kolapo 

2004; Okpoko and Obi-Ani 2005; Walsh 2001: 145). A pattern of intergroup conflicts, raids, 

kidnappings, and contrived criminal charges led to a stream of captives flowing out of the slave 

ports located along the Bight of Biafra (Eltis 2009; Gomez 1998: 132; Hall 2005: 129–130). In 

the period 1700–1866, over 75,000 captives from that region were brought to the plantations of 

North America (Eltis 2009). Like the BaKongo, the Igbo people made up significant percentages 

of the captured Africans brought into the areas of the Chesapeake and mid-Atlantic regions 

(Chambers 1997: 73–77; Gomez 1998: 115; Northrup 2000: 14; Walsh 2001: 145–149, 156–

159). Many of those enslaved Africans carried with them knowledge of a rich cultural repertoire 

that included the “cult of the hand” represented by the symbolic expressive motifs of personal 

ikenga figures and household shrines. 

 The ikenga expression of the cult of the hand celebrates an individual’s accomplishments 

and aspirations of achievement (Figure 3; Dean 1983: 33; Lorenz 1987: 71–72; Vogel 1974: 2–

4). This cultural tradition among the Igbo and neighboring cultural groups, especially the Edo, 

extends back to at least the fifteenth century in West Africa (Ben-Amos 1995: 80–81; Boston 

1977: 2; Dean 1983, 33; Lorenz 1987: 71–72; Odita 1973: 76; see also Ogundiran 2014). Ikenga 

sculptures varied in size from several centimeters to a meter or more in height. Many figures of 

this type were made by members of Igbo households, or by specialist carvers within their 

communities, for use in personal altars maintained in private dwellings (Boston 1977: 14; Dean 

1983: 33; Vogel 1974: 4). Such a form of symbolic composition focusing on individual 

accomplishment and employed within private spaces comprised a form of instrumental 

expression of a key cultural symbol (Fennell 2007: 28–31). 
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Figure 3. Ikenga, Igbo culture, wood 

composition with a representation of a 

machete in the right hand and ivory tusk in 

the left, 61cm, adapted by the author from 

Boston 1977: 29. 

 
 

 In the design of ikenga figures, both the right and left hand grasped objects that, in turn, 

conveyed statements concerning the aspirations of the individual’s capabilities and 

accomplishments. The right hand of an ikenga usually closed around the hilt of a machete or 

other weapon, while the left hand held objects of wealth, such as an ivory tusk (Bentor 1988: 70; 

Boston 1977: 29, 41, 68; Dean 1983: 33). As seen in this example, elongated horn elements 

extended off of a headdress component, symbolizing power and vitality. Ikenga were not used 

solely to symbolize aspirations of victory in arms and aggression; they were also employed as 

supplications for success in subsistence, household health and vitality, protection against 

malevolent forces, and overall social and spiritual competence (Bradbury 1961: 133–134; Boston 

1977: 78; Dean 1983: 33; Ottenberg 1983: 51; Peek 1986: 47; Vogel 1974: 2). 

 The symbolic tradition of the cult of the hand also manifests as an element in the ukhurhe 

compositions among the Edo people of Benin. The ukhurhe was an ornate, carved wooden staff 

with a segmented design. These staffs, which often included rattle components as well, were 

usually incorporated into private altars within dwellings (Dean 1983: 37–40; Von Luschan 
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[1919] 1968). An element in the ukhurhe design among higher-status individuals included the 

figure of an enclosing hand holding a mudfish (Figure 4; Dean 1983: 40, figure 26; Von Luschan 

[1919] 1968: figure 716). This element represented the owner’s capacity to control spiritual 

forces as symbolized by the coiled and dynamic form of the mudfish (Dean 1983: 37). Such 

compositions as the ikenga and ukhurhe among the Igbo and Edo respectively “explicitly refer to 

individual power as symbolized by the hand” (Dean 1983: 37). Many individuals of Igbo 

heritage undoubtedly worked as enslaved laborers in the regions in which small hand ornaments 

were later recovered. Persons with such cultural heritage may have found the small hand 

ornaments of engaging interest due to these past referents among West African cultures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Ukhurhe rattle staff (Benin), 

showing a hand holding a mudfish, 19cm, 

adapted by the author from Dean 1983: 40. 

 

Concluding Observations 

This case study arrives at no conclusive account for these small hand-shaped figures 

uncovered at African American sites dating from the early and middle 1800s. By posing a 

systematic series of questions and exploring possible answers, however, I hope this analysis has 

pointed to intriguing potentials. A spectrum of data sources show that these small ornaments 

likely embodied intersecting lines of history reaching from the symbols of Christ’s passion 

spreading across the Mediterranean to the expressions of self-determination through 

individualized ritual invocations by enslaved Africans in the Americas. 
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 An analyst can often be more confident with some interpretations than others. As the title 

for this chapter indicates, these manufactured figures were very likely shaped by European 

design choices derived from instrumental symbolism within Christian traditions. This cultural 

connection became attenuated in time as a shift occurred from individually created charm 

compositions in Europe to mass production of a popular cultural commodity shipped out to 

merchants in North America. Yet, shifts from the individually sacred to the profane can later be 

reversed. Commercially produced objects can be reinterpreted by persons choosing to utilize 

them as found symbols within their own individual expressions, derived from distinct cultural 

repertoires. Until we obtain more data and contexts to explore the set of probabilities outlined 

above, the linear argument that a core cultural symbol of a messiah’s sacrifice in Europe was 

transformed into a profane clothing commodity in the Americas, and that this was in turn 

redeployed as an instrumental symbol analogous to the dexterous force of an nganga or ikenga to 

ward off malevolence, will have to remain a conjecture. 

 Hopefully future investigations will yield an expansion of the data set under 

consideration here. Interpretations of the meaning and function of such hand figures at particular 

sites will be aided by more documentary and contextual evidence concerning the site occupants 

and their particular cultural heritages. Only with multiple lines of evidence concerning each site 

can we confidently infer whether such an artifact was utilized simply as a fastener, as a social 

adornment, or as an expression of ideological convictions. 
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